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Is art a meaningless pursuit of mode aesthetics and fruitless academic gestures meant only for the elite? 
Conservatives, populists and labor all use the perceived frivolity and elitism of art funding as a symbol of 
how progressive legislation is debased compared to their own “earthy” values. Public art funding is conten-
tious: the public often assumes art is base waste of tax-money, and the petty internal power struggles for the 
limited resources inside the art scene itself give fuel for the populist fire. Too often, art insiders are either 
wolf populists, or use the veil of pretentious hermetic jargon to obfuscate the ultimately easily readable goals 
of art.

There are two common criticisms of the art institution. The populist criticism of art institutions is that they 
are too elitist and “avant-guard”.  According to the populist criticisms, institutions need to show traditional 
art that people “understand” and appreciate. But strangely enough, children almost never have problems 
with “avant-guard” art, indicating that rejection of it is a learned behavior that can be undone. My personal 
criticism of most art institutions is just the opposite, they are too often conservative, predictable, safe and 
pandering in what they promote as “the best art”. 

What is almost never discussed is how the populist passive “tastes” of bland, entertainment culture are in 
fact the most elitist because they use such narrow criteria for success: market power and ubiquitousness. 
The promotion and distribution of bland culture insults and underestimates the population. The promoters of 
bland, populist culture assume wrongly that the population cannot understand complex works. The hegem-
ony of bland populist culture appears to be contrary to the elite, but this same culture creates an elite class 
of very rich, star nobility who have been carefully groomed by experts to successfully master the rules of 
manipulating the emotions of the population while offering almost no knowledge content other than a pas-
sive acceptance of the current state of affairs, or the harmless punk capitalist criticisms that feed into youth 
rituals as catharsis.

I love poet Charles Bernstein’s suggestion that accusations of elitism of complex or unfamiliar ideas “must 
be countered as demagogic populism and quasi-totalitarianism.”  He adds: “This is for me tantamount to 
saying that ethics is elitist and only consumerism is democratic.” 

In the USA during the 1980’s and 1990’s, legislators declared war on art with puritanical anti-intellectu-
alism, and stripped away most NEA art funding. The American populist Senators could not see any value 
in asking philosophical and existential questions. However, the attacks by art insiders who promote bland 
populism from within are equally damaging to progressive art. Recently at Oxford University the student 
union staged a debate entitled “This House Believes that Conceptual Art ‘Just Isn’t Art”, demonstrating an 
aggressive classicism about how art should be classified. The main antagonists were conservatives such as 
the anti-conceptual art group “the Stuckists” who once declared that “artists who don’t paint aren’t artists.”

In Norway, the art grant system still supports independent art production and exhibition, but the tense tol-
erance of art could turn into a nasty policy change very quickly. This past fall’s public attacks against the 
Office for Contemporary Art (OCA) are examples of the same intolerance towards the “avant-guard” by art 
insiders themselves in a misguided attempt to speak for the “earthy” values of the populists. But are the val-
ues of “avant-guard” arts really so different than the assumed egalitarian, working and middle-class values?

Many voices from the public sphere declare that art is not “real”, and has no connection with the “real 
world”.  But contemporary art has many possible roles, there are perhaps fifteen or twenty distinct social 
functions that art’s nebulous forms can step into. One of the most important, longstanding duties of art is di-
dactic: art carries knowledge content. Even the most introspective abstraction depends on information from 
the greater world and contributes information to the world in turn. Some art forms such as conceptual art are 
even more obviously didactic and philosophical. Art is the materialized and re-enacted thought process of 
the people travelling on spaceship earth. 
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In Oslo, many of the events of fall 2009 have been directly or indirectly engaged in pedagogical activities 
in both the established art centers and smaller project spaces. In many cases these activities rivaled, and 
were complimentary to the activities of the University and the Art Academy. For example, it is significant 
that OCA refers to its seasonal schedule as “semesters” using the same term as a university. During the fall 
semester 2009, OCA invited scholars and writers such as Ina Blom, Peter Osborne and Will Bradley who 
gave short courses in art history, aesthetics and philosophy of art. The selection and exhibition of art objects 
was a didactic extension of the discourse generated by the lectures, thus turning the institution into a sort of 
experimental school.

The Open Forum lecture series, curated by art academy students is another site of uncompromising public 
discourse in Oslo. While it has regular audiences of between 20 to 150 people, I am surprised that more peo-
ple do not take advantage of it. It is free, open to the public, funded by the art academy, and the speakers are 
often among the worlds leading artists, philosophers, writers and critics. Open Forum has also been the site 
of several “educational aesthetic” performances. 

Another free, public institution in Oslo is the FORART lecture series. This past fall, art historian Molly 
Nestbit lectured about Gordon Matta-Clark with clear, precise language. Like any good art history lesson, 
Nesbit’s lecture had structural insight and historical depth. To study at the prestigious Vassar College, where 
Molly Nesbit teaches, would cost a student $41,930 per year (according to Vassar’s website). I estimate that 
one three hour lecture would cost roughly $436 dollars, or 2,532 nok . But in Oslo, Nesbit’s lecture totally 
free for the public. 

In December, Leander Djønne and Anders Dahl Monsen put together a lecture marathon at Galleri Bastard 
lasting 37,5 consecutive hours as an art performance. I sat through most of the second night, leaving around 
4am. Scholars, artists and theorists were flown in from all over Europe to deliver lectures on topics as di-
verse as Rosa Luxemburg, Edward Said, Stan Brakhage, Philip K. Dick, and media art. Indeed, there are a 
great many lectures in progress here in Oslo, and many of them are still free, having resisted capital’s canni-
balistic kleptomania, and the art world’s dumbing wolf populism.

True elitism is the capitalist value system that excludes cultural productions that are unfamiliar, challeng-
ing, exhilarating, provoking or questioning. Progressive cultural production is essential for a people to meet 
the unknown demands of the future. Knowledge that is judged only by its ability to compete in the current 
marketplace will be excluded from popular discourse. I am surprised that more people do not feel that their 
intelligence is being insulted when consistently being presented by cultural programming that is unchal-
lenging, light and safe.  In many instances, the cultural bureaucrats themselves actively fight challenging 
art because they are afraid the public cannot understand it. But thankfully the priorities of several of Oslo’s 
cultural institutions are not limited by market values.

Many people through history have declared art’s autonomy from the world, but they failed to understand that 
art depends entirely on its context. In addition to the social meaning that exhibition conditions of art pro-
vides, art making itself involves one or more countless linear “real” subjects including craft, technology, his-
tory, cosmology, religion, economics, philosophy, politics, propaganda, nationalism, power, natural sciences, 
mathematics, philology, geography, engineering, computer programming, anthropology archeology, design, 
music and so on. 

Artists are idealists at the core: even slimy, self-centered art stars have some seeds of idealism left in them 
somewhere deep down. Artists often dare to believe in a better life. Even pessimistic artists are expressing 
a utopian horizon, because what are pessimists actually but idealists pining for a better world, one in which 
they will not need to complain? (I am being overly generous with some egomaniac artists, probably.) Typi-
cally, the more “avant-guard” the artist is, the more the artist is driven by idealism, since greed simply can-
not play a factor. So when populists rail against art, aren’t they really fighting against idealism?

I offer two complimentary ideas regarding art and education. First: there are still institutions that promote 
art education and knowledge as a social ideal instead of as a capital investment for short-term profit.  I call 
this “education for the future’s sake”. Second there is an international art movement afoot that I call “Edu-
cational Aesthetics” using the idealist, formal and ethical aesthetics of education as an art form. (The term is 
of course a play on the “Relational Aesthetics” movement from the late 1990’s.) The former comes from the 
institution itself, while the latter comes from independent movement in and out of the institution. But both 
are clearly anti-elitist because they declare education free for an open public.

Oslo’s program of free education via public cultural events is a highly idealistic vision of a society that val-
ues knowledge and education for the sake of a better future. Norway has not yet completely commodified its 
knowledge production, both inside and outside the Universities, though it seems to be on its way if its politi-
cians continue to look to American-style privatization as a goal. Education and culture are publically funded 
in Norway for now, a human infrastructural investment that will be vital for the future.

There are many ways to produce and distribute knowledge other than in formal classrooms. Public lectures, 
readings, performances and art events can also generate discussion and distribute vital information. Early 
idealist, independent institutions such as Bauhaus, Black Mountain College, the London Anti-University and 
the Free University of New York made art praxis from collective knowledge generation. There is a longer 
history of de-reification in western art, but recent developments of “educational aesthetics” is a branch of 
Nicolas Bourrioud’s “Relational Aesthetics” movement in the 1990’s where relationships are prioritized over 
objects thus de-objectifying the art praxis. Teaching is an act of performance, so the step to making teaching 
into performance art was not very big. Educational aesthetics is a natural progression from education for the 
future’s sake to education as art.

There have been many “education as art” projects over the past decade. One of the earliest projects was the 
Mobile Academy in Berlin beginning in 1999.  By 2005, Hannah Hurtiz, the creator of the Mobile Academy, 
began to stage the one night only “Blackmarket for Useful Knowledge and Non-Knowledge that would go 
to Dresden, Liverpool, Berlin, Warsaw, Vienna, Istanbul, Jaffa, and Hamburg. Hurtzig stated that the 21st 
century is regarded as “the age of information, in which knowledge takes the part of an economical, political 
and cultural resource.” But that “the idea of knowledge as a continually growing and spontaneously retriev-
able entity however, does not take into account the performative character of knowledge.”
 Later “education as art” projects include the Copenhagen Free University from 2001 until 2007, Mountain 
School of Art above a Los Angeles bar beginning in 2005, Manifesta 6 in Cyprus in 2006, (the failed Euro-
pean Biennial that became Unitednationsplaza in Berlin), Anton Vidokle’s Night School at the New Museum 
in New York in 2008 and 2009, Bruce High Quality Foundation University in September 2009 and #Class 
this March at Edward Winkleman Gallery also in New York. It is important to point out that many of these 
manifestations of Educational Aesthetics are ironic, and take a highly critical stance against institutional art 
education. (Especially Bruce High Quality Foundation.) However, since real knowledge transmission is at 
the core of their projects, I suggest that they are actually very romantic and constructive projects at heart.
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